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In today’s always-on business landscape, maintaining an effective backup and 
disaster recovery (BDR) strategy is becoming more important than ever before. 
The costs and risks associated with downtime are skyrocketing, and Managed IT 
Services Providers (MSPs) are now tasked with finding the best available solution for 
their clients. 

So what’s the right BDR solution for your business? To put it simply, one that delivers it 
all—fully comprehensive business continuity that’s easy to deploy, manage, and monitor 
– all at a low, predictable cost.

Less Disaster, More Recovery
Continuum Vault is the industry’s first solution to provide fully managed, complete 
end-to-end business continuity. Vault features enterprise class protection, instant 
virtualization, cloud-based replication and recovery, unlimited storage, and more – 
all for one low fixed monthly price per protected server or desktop. 

With Continuum Vault, you can deliver true end-to-end IT management and 
data protection from one cohesive platform that’s supported by our own remote 
monitoring and management (RMM) platform and our industry-leading network 
operations center (NOC). What’s more, you get a preloaded plug-and-play data 
protection solution with automatic cloud replication, and in the event of a disaster 
data can be recovered in a matter of minutes. In other words, you’ll have everything 
you need to provide a true business continuity solution for your current clients and 
create a compelling BDR alternative to attract new customers.

Vault Features

Server/Desktop Vault Agent offers the ability to backup critical business data in highly 
configurable snapshots that are stored as virtual (VMDK) images on the Vault BDR appliance. 
Advanced de-duplication and compression are also included to minimize disk space.

The Vault BDR appliance is based on certified specifications and will ship directly from Datto 
or Tech Data. Or, with our BDR Revive program, you can use existing hardware that meets our 
minimum specifications as a Vault appliance. 

Granular Snapshot and retention policies can be configured as needed. The virtual snapshots 
can be turned on in seconds to offer file level restore, including support for both Microsoft 
Exchange and SharePoint. Scheduled screenshot verifications of backups are available, and 
bare metal restores to dissimilar hardware are handled with ease. Should a protected server go 
offline, it can be instantly booted virtually –minimizing disruption and downtime for your clients. 
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Cloud Vault provides full cloud replication, instant off-site virtualization and unlimited storage. All 
data is encrypted and stored in bicoastal SAS 70 Type II and HIPAA-compliant data centers. An 
entirely new sync method allows you to choose how frequently each agent syncs updates offsite, 
and it’s no longer required that every local backup be copied to the cloud.

In addition, Continuum Vault performs off-site syncs in parallel, meaning that large changes to 
one agent will not affect the syncs of other agents. We also have a data center in Canada to 
meet the needs of Canadian partners.

Backup Verification is an industry-leading feature that ensures bootability and hardware-
independent restore capabilities. After a backup is completed, the image file is test booted, and 
a screenshot of the booted VM is emailed as confirmation that the backup occurred (and that it 
can be successfully recovered should the need arise). 

Flexible scheduling allows you to set the frequency of screenshot verifications, which can 
happen as often as every hour. These screenshots are not only a useful resource to confirm data 
integrity, but also reveal server damage or corruption before it becomes apparent to users. 

Remote Monitoring and Management is included for the Vault BDR appliance, and is also 
included for all protected servers and desktops at no additional cost. Also included is LogMeIn 
for remote access, anti-virus protection, and more. And with direct support from our 24x7x365 
NOC technicians, you’ll be able to monitor, manage, protect, backup and recover servers and 
desktops with ease. 

Advanced Backup Technology & Simplified BDR
Continuum Vault utilizes advanced inverse chain technology powered by Datto, which eliminates a critical 
problem in the traditional backup process: the backup chain. This means your most recent backup is always 
the base image, and does not rely on past incrementals to restore data. 

Furthermore, since each backup is a fully bootable virtual machine, there is no need for a conversion 
process to occur before performing a restore. This new method of storing data allows for instant on- 
and off-site recovery, and can prevent businesses from having to experience costly downtime in the 
event of a catastrophe.

BDR Appliance with
Continuum Vault OS

Continuum Server Vault

Continuum Desktop Vault

Continuum Cloud Vault

Fast and Easy Recovery
Files & Folders
MS Exchange
MS SharePoint
Bare-metal Restores
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Choose the Continuum Vault Service Level that Best Meets Your Needs: 

Server Vault 
Core

Server Vault 
Basic

Server Vault 
Standard

Server Vault 
Pro 

•	 Continuous 
snapshots of 
Microsoft Windows 
Server 

•	 Continuous 
snapshots of 
Microsoft Windows 
Server

•	 Continuous 
snapshots of 
Microsoft Windows 
Server

•	 Continuous 
snapshots of 
Microsoft Windows 
Server

•	 Server Watch RMM •	 Server Watch RMM •	 Server Watch RMM •	 Server Watch RMM

•	 Anti-virus •	 Anti-virus •	 Anti-virus •	 Anti-virus
•	 LogMeIn •	 LogMeIn •	 LogMeIn •	 LogMeIn
•	 On Premise Only •	 100GB Cloud 

Storage
•	 200GB Cloud 

Storage
•	 Unlimited Cloud 

Storage*
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